
Brand

recommendation

when body

changes

Find jeans in

closet that

don't fit

Feeling that

something is

wrong with

body

Click on

jeans

section of

site

optimistic

"so many cute

styles"

insecurity

"why can't my

body be more

like x"

cautious hope

"maybe one size

up will fit?"

I don't always

remember the

size I buy at this

brand

An app that

tracks &

saves styles

that work

way to make a list

of jeans you want to

try on in store so

they can be set

aside in your sizes

to try on

can't sort reviews

easily to find most

relevant to me

--those with similar

body type

favorite button is

hard to push --

sometimes opens

new page instead

of favoriting

sort reviews

by body type

information

favorite

button not so

close to

photo link

check order

history for

most recent

size & style

I have to buy

more than one

size to make

sure one fits

can't quickly

find styles

that would fit

me

Feelings

my sizes can

be different

depending

on styles

I can't easily

find other

jeans with

this same cut

site

recommended

jeans: similar

cuts

Recognize

need

Browse

preferred

brand site

Make

decision

Order

jeans

Receive &

Try on jeans

add

selected

jeans to

cart

open bag &

unwrap

jeans

try on jeans

& look in

mirror

log into brand

site to start

return

process

sometimes

nothing fits,

uncertain

what next

step is

can provoke

insecurity

around body

Follow up

reviews

Return any

unwanted

items

compare

sizes to see

what fits

able to go to old

order and

reorder with

adjusted sizes

receive email

from brand

inviting to

review

follow up email

post purchase --

here are jean

recs with the

same exact fit

online profile

that size and

style purchased

could auto save

to

when discontinuing

styles, send an

email to those who

purchased those

jeans offering

reorder

followup email

with discount to

order another

pair later

Buying Jeans (shopping online)

invitation to rate

the jeans based

on emotional

appeal (help other

women!)

online profile that you can

save you measurements

to and get recommended

styles (the more styles

saved, the better the

recommendation)

I'd have to

log back on

to review

use filters to

limit size,

length, style

browse through

jeans and

favorite those

you want to look

at later

of favorited,

click on each

one to

inspect

determine fit

notes: mid rise,

stretch lycra,

slim fit, etc

flip through

pictures

read reviews,

looking for

highest and

lowest for

quality notes

read reviews

looking for

similar body

types to mine

look at fit

average bar

(fit, rise,

length)

Log on to

brand

portal

sort review by

type -- ex,

includes height,

weight, photo

can super favorite

the best sizes and

fits that you've

bought *a

wardrobe"

I have to

reselect my

search filters

ability to save

search filters

to profile

ability to fill out

profile with all

measurements

when login,

prompted to add

current recently

purchased jeans to

wardrobe

when login,

prompted to

review recently

purchased jeans

engaged

"I'm having fun

imagining myself

in these"

annoyed

"i keep clicking

on the wrong

button"

go to

shopping

bag

verify cost

and add

any

coupons

click to go

to checkout

confirm

shipping &

payment info

click place

order

integrates with true

fit to not just

recommend current

size, but other jeans

that will fit you +

you'll like

deeper

definition of

cut styles

info about

dye effecting

sizing

these models

are not like

my body

reviews are

difficult to

sort through

review use a

tagging

system

decide

which jeans

to keep

look up

order

number

fill out

information

& click to

return

print off

shipping

label

attach to

bag

drop off at

mailing

center

click through

link to go to

review page

click through

link to go to

review page

fill out

review

information

fill out

personal info

(weight,

height)

submit

review

I might need

to return

some of

these

make sure

return policy

clear here

acknowledgemen

t of process -

emotional

validation &

connection to the

community

auto add jeans

to future

reviews tab for

next login

don't always

have strong

incentive to

review

need to

remember to

review (not

every site emails

to review)

overwhelmed by

so many emails

to review things

that I forget or

don't bother

unsure how

reviews

help me

discover

quality

issues

no good way to

translate this

mis-fits into

better future fits

able to enter in

what didn't fit and

where, and ai gets

better

understanding of

body

affirmation,

validation in

packaging,

messaging

easy return

process -

included in

order link

clicking return

link inputs

order #

automatically

can't always

find return

area/link

need to

find order

number

Steps

Stages

Pain

Points

Opportunities

validated

"glad someone

else has the

same body as

me"

uncertain

"did I miss any

jeans that would

fit better in my

original search"

overwhelmed

"there's a lot to

look through

here"

relieved

"this is almost

done"

unstressed

"this process is

easy with my

saved info"

self-conscious

"my body is just

not right for

these cute jeans"

excited

"YES I want to try

those on!" happy

"thank goodness,

these fit!"

annoyed

"where the return

link?"

relieved

"confirmation email --I'll

get my money back soon."

annoyed

"do I really need to

do more things on

this site?"

empathetic

"maybe someone else will

be helped by my review"


